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Abstract 
Discharge of pollutants into the receiving water bodies is generally in the form of a turbulent jet or plume, the presence 
of a counterflow enhances the initial dilution of the jet effluent. To obtain better understanding of jet behaviors in a 
realistic situation, a round buoyant jet issuing horizontally into a uniform counterflow is simulated at different 
combinations of densimetric Froude number (F) and jet-to-current velocity ratio (R). A two-phase mixture model 
simulates this flow and the renormalization group (RNG) k-İ model to solve flow turbulence. The inter-phase 
interactions are described in terms of relative slip velocity between phases. The numerical results of concentration 
field are in good agreement with W.Y.Lee’s experimental observation. The jet features including trajectory of the jet 
centerline and the decay of centerline concentration are studied. Through the comparison of all cases, this paper also 
analysis the effect of buoyancy and velocity ratio on jet behaviors. Based on length scale analysis, the article gives 
the corresponding relationships between the distance and the centerline dilutions. The results indicate that the flow 
mechanisms before and after the penetration point are quite different. 
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1. Introduction 
Wastewaters originating from industrial areas, cities or thermal effluents from cooling systems of power plants are 
usually discharged into the receiving water using sea outfalls, this can be considered as turbulent jets. The behavior 
of the jet becomes very different from that in a stagnant ambient since the presence of a moving ambient can modify 
significantly the flow structure and the mixing properties [1]. When the jet and the main flow directions are opposed, 
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it forms a turbulent jet in counterflow. The presence of a counterflow enhances the mixing efficiency of the jet, making 
this flow configuration interesting for many engineering applications, especially for environmental engineering [2, 3]. 
Some experimental studies have been conducted on the behaviors of a non-buoyant jet in a counterflow with the 
advance of laser-based flow measurement techniques such as laser induced fluorescence (LIF) and laser Doppler 
anemometry (LDA) [3, 4]. Numerical simulation also has been applied to investigate turbulent round jet in a uniform 
counterflow [5]. Due to buoyant-jet merging, the flow and mixing fields of buoyant jet are generally complicated and 
difficult to predict. W.Y.Lee [6] investigated global spreading patterns of a round buoyant jet in a counterflow with 
LIF measurements in the laboratory, which gives many details about concentration filed.   
In this paper, a round buoyant jet in a uniform counterflow is simulated with a two-phase mixture model. A number 
of flow cases at F with values between 3 and 10 and R between 5 and 15 are computed in this simulation. The 
investigation is limited to the central vertical plane on which the jet behaviors change observably with the jet trajectory. 
The flow behaviors including the jet centreline trajectory and dilution are studied with length scale analysis. 
2. Mathematical model 
This simulation is carried out using a two-phase mixture model. It is assumed that the wastewater jet flow consists 
of water and particle phases, which are separated, and allows the phases to be interpenetrating. The space occupied 
by each phase is represented by the volume fraction D (0D 1). The sD and fD is volume fraction for particle phase 
and fluid phase. The mixture model also allows the two phases to move at different velocities, using the concept of 
slip velocities. The laws of conservation of mass and momentum are satisfied for the mixture. A Schiller-Naumann 
drag model is used to describe the interaction between phases [7, 8]. 
2.1. Governing equations 
The continuity equation of the mixture takes the form: 
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where iD is the volume fraction of phase i . 
The momentum equation for the mixture can be obtained by summing the individual momentum equations for all 
phases. It can be expressed as 
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and ,dr iu
&
is the drift velocity for the secondary phase: 
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The drift velocity for the secondary phase and the relative velocity sfu
&
are connected by the expression: 
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where Re is the Reynolds number. Based on the continuity equation for the secondary phase, the volume fraction 
equation for the secondary phase can be obtained: 
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2.2. Turbulent equations for mixture 
The renormalization group (RNG) k-İ model was used to close the governing equations. The turbulent kinetic 
energy k and its rate of dissipation İ are expressed as 
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where ,t mP is the turbulent viscosity, and 2,t m mC kPP U H and the production of turbulence kinetic energy ,k mG  is 
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computed from  , , ( ) :Tk m t m m m mG u u uP    & & & ,and 1C H  is expressed as: 31 1 0(1 ) (1 )C CH H K K K EK     . The 
model constants 1C H , 2C H , CP , 0K , E , PV and HV have the following default values: 1C H =1.44, 2C H =1.68, CP =0.0845, 
0K =4.377, E =0.012, PV =1.0  and HV =1.3. 
2.3. Flow configuration and Boundary condition 
A round buoyant jet with the initial velocity jU , the density 0U ˈthe Reynolds number 0Re and the nozzle diameter
D is discharged into the ambient water with an infinite depth, the velocity 0U and the density aU . The dimension of 
the numerical domain is 70D × 20D × 50D in the axial (x), lateral (y) and vertical (z) directions, respectively as shown 
in Fig.1. The jet nozzle is located in the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system.  
To be consistent in previously experiments, salt water was used as negatively buoyant jet effluent, its density is 
1035.1 kg/m3, and the density of water is 998.4 kg/m3. In this simulation, it forms the negatively buoyant jet but the 
results could be interpreted for the positive buoyancy situation by transforming the reference frame upside down [9]. 
The velocity inlet boundary condition was defined at the jet exit (corresponding to x=0) and at the counterflow 
inlet (corresponding to x=70D). The pressure outlet boundary conditions which required the specification of a static 
(gauge) pressure at the outlet boundary (corresponding to x=-10D) were used to model flow exits. The rest of the 
domain was wall where standard wall functions are set. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the flow configuration 
2.4. Computational method 
In this simulation, all governing equations were solved in a Cartesian coordinate system using the finite volume 
method (FVM). The pressure-velocity coupling was performed by the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked 
Equations Consistent (SIMPLEC) algorithm. The segregated pressure-based solver was used to solve the model 
equations. The second order scheme was applied to discrete the diffusion and convection terms in the governing 
equations, and the Quadratic Upwind Interpolation of Convective Kinematics (QUICK) scheme was employed to 
volume fraction equation. The calculation is considered convergent when the residual is less than 1×10-5 for the 
governing equations. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Comparison with experiments 
The experiments were originally conducted in a laboratory flume by Lee W.Y [6]. According to the experimental 
data, we selected 20 cases at velocity ratio R ranged from 5 to 15 and densimetric Froude number F from 3 to 10, and 
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simulation is shown in Fig.1. The numerical results of jet centreline trajectories are closed to W.Y.Lee’s experimental 
observation.  
It can be seen from Fig.1, the jet penetrated into the counterflow primarily along the horizontal direction. The jet 
width increased due to interaction with the counterflow. Along with the decay of jet velocity, the effect of buoyancy 
became obvious and gradually increasing vertical rise of the jet. At penetration point, the forward jet velocities reduced 
to zero and the counterflow velocity took over and advected the still buoyant jet effluent backwards. In this region of 
backward flow, the jet behaved like a buoyant line thermal, being advected backwards by the counterflow. 
3.2. Jet trajectory 




l have been used to study jet in crossflows [10] and jet in general moving ambient 
[11]. In this current condition, the two length scales are defined as the counterflow momentum length scale and the 
counterflow buoyant length scale for a buoyant jet in counterflow. The length scale 
0eM U
l measures the relative 
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Velocity   
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1 0.128 0.026 5 3 998.4 1035.1 
2 0.128 0.017 7.5 3 998.4 1035.1 
3 0.128 0.013 10 3 998.4 1035.1 
4 0.128 0.009 15 3 998.4 1035.1 
       
5 0.212 0.042 5 5 998.4 1035.1 
6 0.213 0.028 7.5 5 998.4 1035.1 
7 0.213 0.021 10 5 998.4 1035.1 
8 0.214 0.014 15 5 998.4 1035.1 
       
9 0.318 0.064 5 7.5 998.4 1035.1 
10 0.318 0.042 7.5 7.5 998.4 1035.1 
11 0.318 0.032 10 7.5 998.4 1035.1 
12 0.320 0.021 15 7.5 998.4 1035.1 
       
13 0.425 0.085 5 10 998.4 1035.1 
14 0.425 0.057 7.5 10 998.4 1035.1 
15 0.425 0.042 10 10 998.4 1035.1 
16 0.427 0.028 15 10 998.4 1035.1 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of jet centerline trajectories 
The other length scale 
0BU
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where eM is the initial excess momentum flux and B is the initial buoyancy flux, they can be computed from: 
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According to Wright [10] and Knudsen [11], up to four asymptotic flow regions can exist in different parts of a 
buoyant jet in counterflow. The four flow regions are the momentum dominated near field (MDNF), the momentum 
dominated far field (MDFF), the buoyancy dominated near field (BDNF), and the buoyancy dominated far field 
(BDFF). The first two regions are divided mainly by the horizontal distance. In MDNF, the flow is mostly governed 




x l , both jet momentum and counterflow dominate the flow 
mechanisms. The BDNF and BDFF are divided mainly by the vertical distance. In BDFF, both buoyancy and 
counterflow govern the flow behaviors. Equations of jet centerline trajectory in the four asymptotic flow regions of a 
buoyant jet in counterflow have been obtained in Knudsen [11]. The equations are in the form of a power law 
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The jet centreline trajectory data obtained from this simulation are normalized by the two length scales descried in 
Eqs. (14) and Eqs. (15). The trajectory data for all the flows cases are plotted in the non-dimensional form of 
0BU
y y lc  against
0MeU
x x lc  for the forward region before the penetration point, in the backward flow region after 
the penetration point its form is
0
( )p BUy y y lc   again 0( )p BUx x x lc   . The non-dimensional jet centerline 
trajectory in the two flow regions with different cases are shown in Fig.3. The following points can be made: 
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Fig. 3. Jet centerline trajectories normalized by length scales, simulated data (a) before; (b) after penetration point 
x All the trajectories data in Fig.3(a) lie on the top of a straight line which represents the asymptotic equation for 
MDNF in the region before the penetration point. The equation listed in the figure is proposed from Knudsen [11]. 
It exhibits that the jet trajectory follows the relationship of 3y xv . It is evidently observed that the trajectories data 
before penetration point do not show the characteristics of MDFF.  
x It is evident in Fig.3(b) that mostly the trajectory data of flow cases after the penetration point exhibit the features 
of BDFF. The data tend to collapse and follow the BDFF asymptotic equation 2/3=1.3y xc c .The results suggest that 
on reaching the penetration point, the initial jet momentum has no longer a major factor on the flow. In the next 
moment, behavior of the flow is similar to that of a buoyant line thermal advected backwards by the counterflow. 
3.3. Centerline dilution 
The data of centerline minimum dilution CLS from the simulation are also normalized by the two length scales 
applied in last section. The centerline dilution data for all the flows cases are plotted in the non-dimensional form of 
0
2
0CL MeUS S Q U lc  against 0MeUx x lc  for the forward region before the penetration point and in the backward flow 
region after the penetration point its form is 
0
2
0CL BUS S Q U lc  again 0( )p BUy y y lc   . Fig.4 shows the non-
dimensional jet centerline dilutions in the two flow regions. Similar observation can also be made: 
x In the region before the penetration point, all the centerline dilutions data are dispersive for different value of R 
initially, but then collapse and lie somewhat above and parallel to the asymptotic for MDNF. After the initial zone, 
the jet centerline dilution exhibits the behavior of MDNF region with dependence on x. MDFF region is meaningful 
only after penetration point, it is reasonable to observe that data of centerline dilutions before penetration point do 
not show the features of MDFF. 
x From Fig.4(b), it is evident that the minimum dilution data beyond the penetration point exhibit the characteristics 
of BDFF. By observing the transition between regions in centerline dilution, it is concluded that most of the jets in 
present study follow an MDNF-BDFF sequence. The MDFF or BDNF region is not clearly shown as their regions 
should be short for present investigation. After reaching the penetration point, nearly all jets transit into BDFF. 
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Fig. 4. Jet centerline dilutions normalized by length scales, simulated data (a) before; (b) after penetration point  
4. Conclusions 
The mixture two-phase model was used to simulate the buoyant jet in a counterflow. The simulated results were 
compared with the experimental data for this complex situation and they agreed well each other in most of flow cases. 
The jet behaviors are found to depend on velocity ratio R and the Froude number F. Two regions are divided by the 
penetration point. The flow in different regions of the jet is under the effect of momentum and buoyancy to varying 
degrees.  
Length scale analysis is applied to the trajectory data and centerline dilution data to explore the mixing and 
spreading mechanisms in different flow regions. The results showed that the flow mechanisms before and after the 
penetration point were quite different. In the backward flow region beyond the penetration point, all jets under 
investigation were found to exhibit the characteristics of the buoyancy dominated far field (BDFF). The study helps 
an understanding of the combined action momentum and buoyancy in determining jet flow behavior. 
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